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An innovative tech-based solution for healthcare providers to improve efficacy during a pandemic

Manorama Infosolutions Pvt Ltd (MIPL), which is a True Healthcare Digital Transformation Company, has recently developed 
a specially curated Lifeline Communicable Disease Management Suite to solve/address the challenges faced by healthcare 
providers, administrators, and government in a pandemic situation. The technology populates and represents real-time bed 
management access, data monitoring and tracking of abnormal vitals of patient’s statistics in hospitals, telemedicine 
assistance for the home-quarantined, and other clinical statistics to decision-makers and administrators of districts.

While sharing information about the solution, Ashvini Danigond, Founder & CEO, Manorama Infosolutions said, “Our Lifeline 
Communicable Disease Management Suite remains groundbreaking as it extends data convergence across multi-mode 
interventions related to COVID-19 management. The numbers speak for themselves to highlight the success rate achieved in 
a short period when it comes to streamlining the fight against COVID-19. Rapid technological adoption remains the way 
forward. We are receiving a significant number of queries from the western and central regions of India and we are sure that 
our product will be able to assist the administrators to navigate this crisis in a far more structured and organized way than 
before."

Bhausaheb Galande, Resident Deputy Collector, Kolhapur District Administration, said, "The Communicable Disease 
Management Solutions that MIPL offers aid in citizen record capture at a port of the entry, pandemic administration and war 
rooms, contact tracing, last-mile vaccine management, teleconsultation solution and COVID-19 hospitals and quarantine 
centre pandemic solution. The solution is running in a war room with all required data on a fingertip."

Dr SS More (MD Pediatrics), Dean, Rajarshee Chhatrapati Shahu Maharaj Government Medical College and CPR Hospital, 
Kolhapur, said, “The solution also helped us in capturing the essential data and generates the necessary statistical reports for 
submission resulted in the complete removal of clerical work at the healthcare facilities. The solution provides an effective 
health response framework to minimise transmissibility, morbidity, and mortality associated with the pandemic and its impacts 
on the health sector and community.”
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